
Report from Brington Neighbourhood Watch. 

  

Brington Neighbourhood Watch was started in 1990 by the Parish Council and in 1999 

responsibility for organising it was delegated by the Council to a Neighbourhood Watch 

committee, which has been running it ever since. 

  

The Neighbourhood Watch group now has 120 registered members making it the largest 

membership organisation within the parish. 100 out of 240 households and businesses in our 

Parish are members of the Brington Neighbourhood Watch group. 

  

Neighbourhood watch is simply about keeping a wary eye out; reporting any concerns to the 

police; and, passing on any news alerts to immediate neighbours, particularly the more 

"vulnerable" ones.  

  

Over the past few years the number of Police recorded incidents in our Parish averages about 20 

to 25 incidents per year. Incidents usually relate to theft from vehicles or private houses and their 

outhouses and garden sheds and theft from farm buildings. There are also  incidents 

about  suspicious people and vehicles.  

  

Although the number of recorded incidents appears to be low there are in fact many more 

incidents in our parish which go unreported to the police. These unrecorded incidents often 

involve concerns about suspicious vehicles or people, when parishioners don't make mention 

about their doubts until well after the event or who misbelieve that the matter is so minor the 

police will not be interested.The messages for parishioners are be secure, be vigilant and if in 

doubt immediately telephone the Police.  When vigilant residents have alerted the police about 

their concerns over "dubious" vehicles and people  the Police have responded very quickly. The 

Police know they receive good intelligence from our Parish. The more the police respond to 

reports of dubious people or vehicles the more the message gets around the the criminal 

fraternity that Brington Parish is not the best place to visit – “the residents are a nosey lot and the 

Police are always turning up” 
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